
THE AIM 
The player with the most victory points at the end of the 
game is the winner.

To Set up
The administration board and resources board (FAMILY 
side) are placed in the middle of the table. Each player 
chooses a colour and takes a player’s board, LEGEND side, 
a miner’s board FAMILY side and a help-card FAMILY side up.

Each player places a piece of his own colour on his first 
town (player’s board), another next to order of play on 
the administration board, and the third next to his number 
of miners. The fourth piece is not used and is returned to 
the box.

All the warehouses are built and available from the start 
of the game.

Each player takes the amount of chafouins (CHF) indicated 
on his player’s board. The rest of the money is placed wit-
hin reach on the table.

All the building tiles (except «Engineer’s Office» and 
«Loft») bearing the figure corresponding to the number of 
players will be used and form the building pool; the others 
are not needed for this game and are returned to the box. 
(example: with 4 players one uses the tiles 2, 3, 4).

If one or more buildings are figured on the player’s card 
he will take the corresponding tile from the building pool 
and place it directly on the outline on his board. If a player 
has an Engineer’s Office on his board he can take it from 
the box and place it on his board. The Engineer’s Office is 
considered a privilege for the tribe and cannot be bought 
during the game.

The tiles remaining in the building pool are put in the black 
bag.

The resources and the mines are placed on the table near 
the players.

If a player chooses Primitiva, he places his miner’s marker 
on 6.

If a player chooses Luserna or Sanagal, he places his city’s 
marker on 2.

The first player is chosen at random; he places his color 
piece on the leftmost empty space of order of play; then 
each player does the same in clockwise order.

The first player draws as many buildings from the bag as 
there are players and places the tiles on the building grid 
(administration board).

Procedure of play
The game is played in several rounds. Each round has 6 
phases. In each round each player in turn plays the first 
phase, then each plays the second phase and so on until 
the 6 phases have been played. At this stage a new round 
can be started and this continues until the game ends.

The 6 phases of a round:

1. Extraction

2. Order of play

3. Buying a building

4. Management

• mines

• miners

• towns

• buildings

5. Administration

6. End of game terms

In the Family version, the Loft is not used and is left in 
the box. 

On the first round, the first player is chosen at random, 
then the round proceeds in clockwise order.

Example:
If a player plays with the Halberdiers or the Ogres, he 
takes 27 chafouins!

FAMILY Rules



1. Extraction
Each mine and certain buildings produce resources.

As a rule, each mine produces a corresponding resource, 
for example the coal mine produces coal. Certain buil-
dings, such as «Ironworks», also produce a resource. Other 
buildings affect certain mines, such as «The Quarry» which 
doubles the production of a maximum of 2 stone mines. 
The owner of «The Inn» earns 3 CHF at each extraction 
phase.

2. Order of play 
The order of play changes:

• The player who went second on the last round now 
goes first, the player who went third goes second, 
and so on. 

• The player who went first now goes last.

3. Buying a building
A player can only possess one of each building! 

Each player in turn (according to the order of play pre-
viously defined) has the option to buy one and only one 
building from the available buildings grid. This building 
will be placed in the player’s reserve on the Miner’s board. 
(The player must wait until the management phase before 
placing this property in one of his towns).

The price is indicated on the tile.

4. Management 
This phase is played simultaneously by all the players. In 
the case of conflict, one proceeds by order of play. Each 
player can execute as many actions as he likes:

• Build a mine according to the price indicated 
on the help card. This mine must be immedia-
tely placed on a free space of one of his towns.  
NB: you cannot own more mines than your number 
of miners (+1 if you have built a «Booster Shop»),

• Increase the number of his miners (in order) accor-
ding to the price on his miner’s board,

• Develop a new town (in order) according to the 
price on his player’s board,

• Build a bought property (which was placed in  
reserve during phase 3) on a free space of one of 
his towns for the price of one iron,

Exception: if one builds a «Builder’s House» and 
one already owns an «Engineer’s Office» then 
the «Builder’s house» overrules the «Engineer’s  
Office».

5. Administration
Each player pays 1 CHF for each building still on the  
«Reserve» space on his miners’ board. If the player cannot 
or does not want to pay, the building is returned to the 
black bag.

The players may store one of their resources on each war-
ehouse.

The buildings tiles that have not been bought are returned 
to the black bag. The first player then draws as many 
buildings from the bag as there are players and places 
the tiles on the building grid (administration board)... 

6. End of game terms
The game ends when one of the player’s 4 towns have been 
developed and filled up.

If such is the case, the victory points are counted. The 
player who has the most victory points wins. In the case of 
a draw the winner is the one with the most chafouins. If 
there is still a draw then all those equal at this stage are 
declared winners.

Victory points (vp) 
Before counting up victory points, the players may  
exchange some or all of their resources for chafouins,  
following the buying price (wood = 4, stone = 5, iron = 6, 
etc.).

Each player scores:

• 1 VP per developed town,

• 1 VP per miner,

• VP per building (indicated on the tile),

• VP per mine (indicated on the tile),

• 2 VP if he has built at least 10 buildings,

• 1 VP if his 11 warehouses contain one resource,

• 3 VP if his 4 towns are full,

• 2 VP he has the maximum number of miners (11),

• 1 VP for each 20 chafouins.

Chafouins can be exchanged for resources or resources for 
chafouins at any time during the game.

Example:
If a town has not been developed, the buildings and mines 
placed in it cannot be used and produces no effect.

On selling a resource, the player receives the selling 
price. (e.g: 1 wood may be sold for 1 CHF)

When buying a resource, the player must pay the buying 
price. (e.g.: 1 wood may be purchased for 4 CHF)

Reminder:
A player can only possess one of each building!

The 6 phases of a round:
1. Extraction

2. Order of play

3. Buying a building

4. Management

• mines

• miners

• towns

• buildings

5. Administration

6. End of game terms
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